Charcoal/Smoker Basket with cover/grid lifter

Adds tasty charcoal flavor or infuses smoked flavor to foods while grilling.

Why is the Charcoal/Smoker Basket a great grilling tool?

- Gives true barbecue "charcoal" or "smoked" flavor to foods while grilling.
- Every Echelon Diamond Grill includes the new Charcoal/Smoker Basket...to grill with charcoal, or to smoke with wood chips. This all 304 stainless steel basket sits on top the burner which easily ignites the charcoal or wood chips.
- Includes ideally designed 14 gauge S.S. smoker cover and easy-to-use safety cover lifter.
- Expanded stainless steel metal grid on which to place charcoal or wood chips.
- Bottom tray designed to collect ash for effortless clean-up.
- Lid on for smoking, lid off for charcoal grilling

May also be purchased separately and used on Aurora grills or earlier Fire Magic® grills.